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About This Game

In Lost Bros simultaneously control three independent characters as they travel through time to save their kidnapped friend.
Gunman, Shieldman, and Swordman must cooperate with unique abilities to traverse dangerous puzzles and fight monstrous
baddies. Inspired by Blizzard's The Lost Vikings and classic 80s time travel movies like Bill and Ted's Excellent Adventure and

Time Bandits. Ultra hard trial and error game play may test your patience.

Various Alternate game modes that help explore the concept of controlling 3
with 1.

Steam achievements.

Speed Run Steam Leaderboards (separate for normal and hard difficulties).

Nine distinct time periods that can be tackled in any order.

Epic boss battles.
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Unique and challenging game play.

Xbox360 controller support (recommended)
  (Xbox One controller works only with the right drivers)

21 homemade audio tracks.

Friendly Fire.

Retro pixel art.

Steep learning curve.

Powered by Unity.

Art, music, programming, and design all done by one person.

Unlockables to increase character power.
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Title: Lost Bros
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Wheat Muffin Games
Publisher:
Wheat Muffin Games
Release Date: 25 Feb, 2016
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This new feature of choosing into what u can upgrade your units is incredible! It makes you think even more about your tactics
on the battlefield. These new types of synergy between units is also so well-produced that I'm having no idea why this game is
not being played more than default version of Heroes V.
The only bad feature this game has, as it had also in a HoF chapter, - campaign is so boring and not interesting comparing to the
first chapter of Heroes V - they should've thought about it more.
In terms of gameplay and new HoMM features this game is totally worth its cost, enjoy!. Very good. Never played such a great
game before!
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Sadly, I think some more time and effort should have been put into this game. As I also work in the industry of games, I was
expecting more to it... First, my game was set on French, I would have preferred english, and the translations in French are
REALLY BAD. Sometimes I wasn't sure if I was looking for the correct object in the hidden objects.

Also, the hidden objects where you have to find the objects helped by a shape of the object isn't great... Example: When you get
a shadowed-item that is just round. You basically have to click on every round object to find the one you were looking for.
Sometimes, the item was hard to click on. And also, when the object was revealed, it wasn't drawn completely, which made it
look a bit weird, all cropped by the shape of the item in front of it.

Sometimes, it wasn't very intuitive, and the hints are not always really helpful, as they tend to be really vague...

I've seen a few bugs also, text disapearing, weird letters at some places, and wrong text sometimes for some events. Example:
Find the playcards! (But the image is a knife, a spoon and a fork, wth?). Or words that didn't translate from english to french.
Trouvez les Hammers!

Also, maybe this is personal, but the text in french at the bottom + The character speaking in english was very confusing for me,
all at the same time, it was hard to follow.

But, Art is really beautiful! Gratz to the artist!

I recommend this game if it's really cheap, other case no.... Sweet music for a really sad game. It's a good way to support the
devs as the "game" itself is free. :). Is a fun game
Mostly when you swarm the enemies trench when they have few soldiers and you fill their trench with hundreds of soldiers.
Free cards for a low price. I got the game pack.. Great game from a great publisher. Nice artwork and fun gameplay. And cute
anime girls if your into that sorta thing.. best game .. better than league3. Ubisoft has enough money to keep servers alive
forever.
But they shut it down.

Not cool, burn in hell.
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